
Oak Class Spring Term 2 2019 

Theme:  Ancient Civilisations: The Maya Civilation 

Curriculum Information for Parents 

ENGLISH 

 
This half-term, English will be linked 
with our Maya topic. We will be creating 
non-fiction information leaflets about 
the Maya and –after discovering the Ma-
ya creation story– will be creating our 
own stories related to this. Whilst stud-
ying the history of chocolate, we will 
write descriptive passages, explanation 
texts and a set of instructions. We will 
also be using the film ’Coco’ as a stimulus 
for writing a variety of fiction pieces 
(e.g. diary entries) and non-fiction texts 
(e.g. non-chronological reports and news 
articles).  
Grammar, spelling and guided reading will 
also be taught regularly in class.   

MATHS 
In number we will be finding fractions and 
percentages of quantities, solving word 
problems involving money and using 
BODMAS to calculate number sentences 
with more than one operation. We will be 
also focusing on ratio and proportion and 
spending time looking at Algebra, includ-
ing– missing numbers, using formulas, in-
terpreting symbols and calculating equa-
tions. In measure, we will look at how we 
calculate the volume of  cuboids as well as 
the area of triangles & parallelograms. In 
geometry, we will name and identify the 
properties of 3D shapes and draw and label 
circles. In statistics, we will be drawing and 
interpreting data in graphs and timetables. 

Foundation Subjects 
 

This term, Oak Class will be focusing on the Maya civilisation. In Geography, we will locate where in the world the Maya first inhabited and 
make discoveries about their culture including: food, art, landmarks and their daily lives. In history we will study their creation story, be-
liefs, and find out about both their number and writing systems. In art and DT, the children will design mosaic Maya masks and make weav-
ings out of wool. In science, the children will be focusing on biology including: the life cycles of animals (including micro-organisms), classify-
ing living things and describing the changes in human beings as they develop. In music, we will be learning to sing ‘Happy’ by Pharrell Williams 
and in R.E we will be looking at how churches differ. In PSHE, we will be continuing with our topic of 'Living in the Wider World'.  In PE, our 
focus will be on invasion games.  

 

                    Other Information 
PE will take place on a Wednesday 
and Thursday. Homework will be 
sent out on a Thursday and needs 
to be handed back in on a Tuesday. 
Reading records also need to be 
handed in on a Tuesday with five 
comments filled out.  


